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ABSTRACT. This study presents a computational method to estimate a global 
damage index of a RC construction. The method is based on the evaluation of 
local damages combined to an analysis of the probable collapse mechanism of 
the structure. A constitutive model for reinforced concrete, including global 
damage variables for concrete and steel elasto-plastic models, is integrated in a 
multilayered finite element code. So, the location of pseudo plastic hinges in a 
structure is obtained in the areas of maximal damage, resulting from the 
simulation by FE method. The global index is derived from a specific formula 
taking into account the damage recorded in the critical zones of the structure 
(pseudo plastic hinges) and the damages computed in the less damaged areas. 
The proposed method is validated on a RC frame structure application. The 
diagram "global index vs. loading" has shown a specific shape and gives 
interesting results to discuss the possibility of reparation.

Keywords : local damage, global damage, index damage, concrete, steel, 
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Nomenclature:

\( D_n \) : local damage following \( \vec{n} \) direction
\( D_c(\mu) \) : compressive damage of a layer with \( \mu \) thickness
\( D_c \) : averaged compressive damage of a concrete cross section
\( D_{cl} \) : compressive damage of each "i th" layer in the case of multilayered finite element discretization
\( D_{st} \) : steel tensile damage of each "i th" tensile layer in the case of multilayered finite element discretization
\( D_{cpeak} \) : concrete compression damage corresponding to the strain at peak stress
\( D_{compression} \) : averaged compression damage of the element
\( D_{traction} \) : averaged tensile damage of the element
\( D_i \) : Damage of i th element pseudo-hinge in progress (section with the higher amount of damage)
\( D_j \) : Damage of j th element of the other damaged cross-section
\( D_{global}^- \) : global damage for negative displacement
\( D_{global}^+ \) : global damage for positive displacement
\( D_{global} \) : global damage index (damage of the structure)
p : number of non-dependent collapse mechanisms
m : the number of critical cross sections (plastic hinge)
h : degree of indeterminacy

\( S \) : cross area
\( \vec{n} \) : normal to the element
\( D_{bd} \) : damaged section
\( \mu \) : depth of the neutral axis;
\( Y \) : total length of the compressed zone;
\( b(\mu) \) : width of the section relatively to the ordinate \( \mu \);
\( S_c \) : compressed area;
\( S_t \) : area in tension;
\( S_c(Y) \) : compressed area relatively to the position \( Y \);
\( E_{0.4} \) : Young modulus defined at 0.4 \( f_c \) stress
\( E_{ir} \) : initial reloading modulus
\( f_c \) : peak stress in MPa
\( \varepsilon_r \) : residual strain
\( \varepsilon_f \) : failure strain
\( \varepsilon_0 \) : strain at the peak stress
\( \varepsilon_p \) : plastic strain
\( \varepsilon_{max} \) : maximal elastic strain
\( \varepsilon_{max} \) : maximal plastic strain
1. Introduction

The reinforced concrete damage index allows for the assessment of the damage of a section (local scale, e.g. material), an element (intermediate scale, e.g. a beam or a column) or a structure (global scale, e.g. a building), relatively to the ultimate resistance of the considered scale.

At the local scale, damage can be approached by the evaluation of material damage through the behavior model and through the framework of the mechanics of damage. This approach is well adapted to the use of numerical methods such as FEM [1,2] and allows for the acquiring of damage diagrams of structures.

The local indices may involve a single damage parameter such as maximum deformation (curvature, rotation) or dissipated energy, or two or more parameters [3]. In the literature, there are a number of damage indices which use criteria such as the ductility [4,5 and 6], the inflexibility [7], the dissipated energy [8] including the number of cycle loadings [9].

At a global scale, the damage index evaluation of a RC structure is often based on the concept of these indicators. These indices analyze how the structures respond to monotonous and/or cyclical demands. In addition to the techniques cited for the local damages, global index damages analyze the flexural bending-curvature, strength-displacement, stiffness and strength degradation responses of the structure [10].

A detailed study of these indicators integrating a larger state of the art about the different classification of the damage indices including deterministic and probabilistic approaches has been presented by Kappos [3]. Also, it can be noted the classification of [11] who state that the response-based damage indices can be divided into three groups according to what the index stands for:
1) maximum deformation (such as ductility ratio, interstorey drift, slope ratio, flexural damage ratio, maximum permanent drift);

2) cumulative damage (such as normalized cumulative rotation, low cycle fatigue);

3) maximum deformation and cumulative damage such as Park and Ang’s local damage index [5], Maximum softening, final softening and Chung et al. Local damage index [12].

Whatever the complexity, the local or global approach of damage can be an efficient tool for the decision-maker compelled to choose between repairing, reinforcing or destroying the structure.

However, two questions reside for a given structure and load:

- what is the link between the damage diagram provided by the local approach, and the global damage given by an indicator?

- how should the indicator value be interpreted to be able to take the repair or the destroy decision?

The aim of this paper is to present a method able to evaluate the global damage of a structure from its local damage of concrete and reinforcement. This gives a damage index using the advantages of both levels of approaches: localization of damage and global synthesis.

In the literature, using a 3D elasto-plastic and fracturing model for normal strength concrete Tsuchiya and Maekawa [13] have proposed with success a similar approach based first on the calculus of the average of local damage deduced from the concrete model, which are integrated then to the whole structure. The application of this approach is combined here to the plastic analysis of the stability of structures.
2. Methods

There are two main steps in the proposed method:

- Simulation of the structural behavior using FEM. Concrete and Steel model behavior is adapted to our problem and allows us to ascertain local damage;
- Analysis of the simulation results and calculus of the global damage.

The link between these two steps uses the failure mechanism concept which is directly linked to the local analysis of the structure. A mechanism results from the appearance of a zone where either distortion, or curve, is extreme. These zones are characterized by important amounts of concrete deterioration and/or by an extreme plastic distortion of steel reinforcement in tension [14]. For concrete this zone is a pseudo-plastic hinge (points 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 1). The zones where plastic hinges appear are considered as critical sections; they correspond for example to the points of structure where the bending moment can introduce an extremum: support or loading position (points 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 1).

To assess the total damage resulting from the represented mechanism, the proposed method requires four stages:

- Finite element numerical simulation gives the local damages to evaluate the element degradation (damage of each cross section),
- location of the critical sections (extrema of damage),
- determination of the probable failure mechanism,
- total damage computing, relating the failure mechanism progress.

This computing process is applied to every time or loading step in the static and cyclical case.
3. Evaluation of local damage

A section of reinforced concrete can be easily modeled as a stack of several layers of steel and concrete. The multilayer finite element has therefore been selected for this study to be able to assess local damage [15].

The first step is to compute cross section damage including the calculus of compression and tensile damage in concrete and steel, respectively.

The collapse of a reinforced concrete beam submitted to a bending loading is commonly the result of the crushing of the compressed concrete with an excessive plastic deformation of steel reinforcement in tension. At this stage of damage, the concrete in tension no longer plays a role and has no effect on the level of resistance of the cross section. The concrete is completely cracked and is therefore unable to transmit any strength.

These two important observations allow us to define the FE ruin if one of the following conditions appears:

- ruin of the element by concrete crushing due to the compression stress,
- ruin of the FE due to excessive plastic deformation of steel.

3.1 Damage of compressed concrete

Considering a damaged solid volume (Figure 2), $S$ the cross area where $\vec{n}$ is normal to the element and $S_D$ the damaged section, Lemaitre and Chaboche [16] has defined the local damage following $\vec{n}$ direction by the variable $D_n$ as:

$$D_n = \frac{S_D}{S}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

with $D_n = 0$ for the material without damage, $D_n$ is comprised between 0 and 1 for the damaged material and $D_n$ equal to 1, at the ruin following the direction $\vec{n}$. 
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The damage model is used to compute stresses following:

\[ \sigma = E_0 (1 - D_c) \varepsilon(u) \]  

(2)

Where \( \sigma \) is compressed stress, \( E_0 \) the Young modulus and \( \varepsilon(u) \) is the strain.

The average of compressive damage \( D_c \) of a cross section (Figure 3) is defined by:

\[ D_c = \frac{1}{S_c} \int_0^Y D_c(u) \cdot dS_c(u) \]  

(3)

\[ dS_c(u) = b(u) \times du \]  

(4)

\( D_c(u) \) is the compressive damage of a layer with \( du \) thickness, \( u \) is the depth of the neutral axis, \( Y \) is the total length of the compressed zone, \( b(u) \) is the width of the section relatively to the ordinate \( u \), \( S_c \) is the compressed area, \( S_t \) is the area in tension.

When \( u = Y \), \( S_c(Y) \) is the compressed area relatively to the position \( Y \) and \( S_c = S_t(Y) \).

In the case of pure compression \( D_c = D_c(u) \). In flexion \( D_c < D_{c_{\text{max}}}(u) \). In fact, the damage influence of extreme fibres is minimized to keep only one average damage.

To describe the concrete damage, the Young modulus evolution according to the material strain criterion is used. This evolution is deducted from the application of loading cycles. The slope \( E_{ir} \) at the origin of the diagram (Figure 4) is then calculated. An empiric law described in [18] allowed us to write the evolution of the ratio \( \frac{E_{ir}}{E_{0,4}} \) according to \( f_c \) and of \( \frac{\varepsilon_{ir}}{\varepsilon_0} \) as:

\[ \frac{E_{ir}}{E_{0,4}} = \frac{1}{\mu \left( f_c, \frac{\varepsilon_{ir}}{\varepsilon_0} \right)} \]  

and \[ D_c(u) = 1 - \frac{E_{ir}}{E_{0,4}} = 1 - \frac{1}{\mu \left( f_c, \frac{\varepsilon_{ir}}{\varepsilon_0} \right)} \]  

(5)
Where: 
\[ \mu \left( f_c, \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_0} \right) = 1 + (4.2 - 0.034 \times f_c) \times \left( \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_0} \right) \] (6)

The damage parameter \( D_c(u) \) (equation 3) defines the local damage evolution of concrete (Figure 5), according to the residual strain rate. The residual strain variation is experimentally identified as:

\[ \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_0} = (2.7 \times 10^{-3} \times f_c - 0.01) \times \left( \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0} \right)^{(2+0.02\times f_c)} \] (7)

where \( f_c \) is the peak stress in MPa, \( \varepsilon_c \) is the residual strain, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the strain at the peak stress, \( E_{ir} \) is the initial reloading modulus and \( E_{0.4} \) is the Young modulus defined at 0.4 \( f_c \) stress.

3.2 Local damage of section in tension

In the cross section in tension, the concrete is neglected. Tensile strength of concrete is very weak (not higher than 4 MPa), then only the steel plasticity is taken into account to evaluate the damage of the zone in tension following equation 8 [16]:

\[ D_t = \frac{\varepsilon_p}{\varepsilon_{max} - \varepsilon_e} \] (8)

Where \( \varepsilon_p \) is the plastic strain and \( \varepsilon_e \) is the maximal elastic strain (figure 6). The \( \varepsilon_{max} \) strain is fixed at 1 %. This value can be changed by more precise experimental results.

The concept of excessive strain of the reinforcements assumes that the definition of an acceptable maximum strain \( \varepsilon_{max} \), translating an absolute limit of deformation of steels. The conventional value for the ultimate limiting states \( \varepsilon_{max} = 1 \% \) in European Building Codes has been adopted.

This indicator gives the evolution of the plastic hinge. The damage defined as the variation of the elastic slope only starts progressing at \( \varepsilon = 0.25\% \). This relation states that the indicator is null until \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon_c \) and 1 for \( \varepsilon = 1 \% \) (Figure 6).
3.3 Semi Local Damage in the multilayered discretization case

In the case of the finite element method, the real structure is usually modeled as a plane structure including beams and columns.

In order to take into account the location of the steel reinforcement, a multilayer discretization is adopted. For this reason, the EfiCos code is used [15,17].

For each time-step simulation, the constitutive models of concrete and steel are integrated in the FE code and gives both, compressive concrete damage for each layer and tensile "pseudo-damage" of steel for the steel layers, (Figure 7).

The damage of the layers $D_{c_{ni}}$ represents the local damage which shows degradation at the elementary volume scale. It’s computed using equation 3 adapted to the layer geometry.

The collapse of the element by compression is obtained when the peak stress of concrete is reached (Figure 8). Consequently, the compressive concrete damage of the “i th” layer $D_{c_{ni}}$ is dimensionless:

$$D_{c_{ni}} = \frac{D_{c_{ni}}^{peak}}{\varepsilon_{peak}^n} \rightarrow 1$$

Where $D_{c_{ni}}^{peak}$ is the concrete compression damage corresponding to the strain at peak stress on figure 5.

This formula verifies : $D_{c_{ni}} = 1$ at the peak stress, $D_{c_{ni}} < 1$ before the peak and $D_{c_{ni}} > 1$ after the peak.

The average of the $D_{c_{ni}}$ local damage gives the value of the compressive damage of the element and is noted (Figure 9): $D_{compression}$ computed with the equation 11:

$$D_{compression} = \min \left( \frac{\sum D_{c_{ni}} S_i}{\sum S_i} ; 1 \right)$$

$$\text{Min}$$
In compression we supposed that the ruin is obtained with the peak of behavior.

In flexion the average damage does not exceed one.

With the same concept, the damage of the steel layers can be averaged out. The steel tensile damage $D_{\text{traction}}$ is then obtained.

Finally, the element damage is the maximum between tensile damage and compressive damage:

$$D_{\text{element}} = \max (D_{\text{compression}}, D_{\text{traction}})$$

(11)

With this definition, the ultimate damage is obtained when:

$D_{\text{compression}} = 1$ inducing the collapse of compressed concrete or $D_{\text{traction}} = 1$

which indicate the excessive strain of steel reinforcement.

4. Global damage concept

4.1 Failure mechanism

The concept presented by [19] has been adopted to define the ruin mechanism of structures composed of straight bended beam. Essentially, the failure mechanism depends on the value $p$ which is the number of non-dependent ruin mechanisms following:

$$p = m - h$$

(12)

Where “m” is the number of critical cross sections and $h$ is the degree of indeterminacy.

The critical zones “m number” where plastic hinges can appear are located at each loading increment or time step of the simulation result. The probable failure mechanism is then easily predicted. The critical zones are where the damage material is extremal (at the connection, in the middle of the beam, at the loading points, at the cross-section changes).
When the number of non-dependent ruin mechanisms “p” is negative or is equal to 0 the stability of the structure is guaranteed. The instability of the structure is observed if “p” exceed zero.

4.2 **Global damage assessment in the static case**

The global damage of a structure is designed respecting the four following conditions:

- Taking into account of whole damaging zones of the structures;
- Presence of zones other than the most critical zones (plastic hinges) inducing the collapse are taken into account. These zones increase the level of global damage;
- The whole critical section must have the same weight in the definition of the global damage;
- The global damage must reach the value 1 (100 %) at the ruin and collapse.

From these criteria, the proposed global damage is:

\[
D_{global} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} D_i + \sum_{j} D_j}{m + \sum_{j} D_j}
\]  

\(i\): i th element pseudo-hinge in progress (section with the higher amount of damage)

\(j\): j th element of the other damaged cross-section

\(m\): number of critical cross sections

The proposed global damage index checks the stated requirement:

- All types of damages are taken into account with the same weight (addition of the damages)

- Global damage equal to 1 when the structure failed:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} D_i = m \Rightarrow D_{global} = \frac{m + \sum_{j} D_j}{m + \sum_{j} D_j} = 1
\]  

(14)
Moreover, it can be noted that the $D_{\text{global}}$ value equal to 1 corresponds precisely to the changing state of the structure which becoming instable ($p > 0$).

4.3 *Global damage assessment in the cyclic and dynamic case*

In the cyclic or seismic case, alternative global damage depending on the direction of the displacement or loading should be assessed:

- $D^+_{\text{global}}$ for positive displacement
- $D^-_{\text{global}}$ for negative displacement

The global damage is then taken as the maximum of the two values so that the damage always increases (degradation is irreversible).

$$D_{\text{global}} = \text{Max}(D^-_{\text{global}}, D^+_{\text{global}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

5. *Numerical implementation*

The constitutive model for steel and concrete presented in part 3.1 has been implemented in the EFiCoS code [15,17]. ANALYDA (ANALYse of DAmmage), a program able to compute the global index damage, has been developed using the FE results of EFiCoS.

5.1 *Numerical tool “EFiCoS”*

To perform non-linear simulation, the code uses 2D beam elements with multilayered fibers (Figure 10). The basic assumption is that plane sections remain plane (Bernoulli’s kinematic) allowing to consider a uniaxial behavior of each layer. The static, cyclic or seismic loadings are considered as input data. The code combines the advantage of using structural elements with the simplicity of true uniaxial behavior or enhanced uniaxial behavior including shear [13].
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An element includes concrete and/or steel layers. A perfect bond between each layer is assumed. The concrete and steel strain is assumed equal in the layer containing steel and concrete.

6. Application

As an application example consider the case of the one storey reinforced-concrete frame shown in Figure 11 [20]. Masses are applied in top of column (50kN) and on the beam (3×15kN) to represent the static loads. One lateral displacement is applied at the node two to represent the seismic effect. This force is static monotonous or cyclic. The cross-section dimensions and steel reinforcement for the beam and columns are also shown in Figure 11. The frame is fitted at its base and presented a multi-plastic hinge when failed.

The structure tested by CEBTP [20] has a rectangular shape (1.831×1.5525 m). Both columns have the same cross sections (0.135×0.135 m) and the beam has a (0.235×0.135 m) cross section. The maximal compressive strength of concrete was 33 MPa and the yield elastic stress of steel was 475 MPa.

The cross section of the frame is discretized in ten layers (including two steel ones), and the structure in 58 elements and 59 nodes.

Figure 12 shows the failure mechanism of the frame which is due to the plastic-hinge formation at the base and the top of each column and at the corner of the frame.

6.1 Static monotonous simulation

Figure 13 shows the monotonous static response in terms of load and lateral displacement at the beam level. There is a good correlation between the experiment and the numerical simulation. The report of test specifies that the collapse of the structure by instability was obtained for a top displacement and an ultimate force of 35 mm and 33 kN, respectively. At this ultimate stage, the
concrete presented a dramatic cracking pattern at the base and the top of the two columns, the steel reinforcement was strongly plasticized. The top frame continued to move without possible stabilization following a panel mechanism which defines this collapse.

6.2 Cyclic simulation

For the cycling loading test, two hydraulic actuators are used in order to move the top columns alternatively on both sides with symmetry plane.

Figure 18 shows a good correlation between the experimental response of the frame and the simulated load – displacement diagram for the large displacements. The area of each cyclic curve has also been correctly simulated which demonstrates the robustness of the concrete and steel model behaviors and the finite element used to quite accurately represent the damage and damping occurring for this loading case.

7. Damage Analysis

The damage analysis was conducted in three steps: 1) Static and cyclic simulation of global response of the studied structure (see below), 2) Computing of local damage materials (concrete $D_{c}$ and steel $D_{s}$), 3) Location of the critical sections inducing the collapse, 4) The global damage index is computed using the proposed approach as given by equations (13, 14, 15).

7.1 Local damage: monotonious case

The main goal of the local approach is to obtain the stress and strain diagram of the frame. The computed values are used to evaluate the local damage with equations (3 and 8).
Figure 16.a) and (Figure 16.b) shows the compressive and tensile damage diagram of concrete for a displacement of 30 mm, which represents 90% of the ultimate lateral displacement.

These charts confirm the experimental results for the localization of the critical sections and major degradations. From the major to the minor, the strain and stress are maximal in sections 3, 4, 1 and 2, respectively.

The higher levels of the plastic strain of the steel reinforcements are located at these positions. Compared to these critical sections, the analysis of the results shows that the damage to the beam is negligible (less than 1%). Then, the probable mechanism determined by ANALYDA is a panel mechanism containing pseudo plastic-hinge 1, 2, 3 and 4.

7.1.1 Steel reinforcement in tension and compressed concrete damages

The plasticity criterion adopted (equation 8) states that the damage is null as long as steel is elastic. The damage increases linearly from 0% to 100%. 100% is reached when the plasticity is equal to a strain limit conventionally chosen at 1%. Consequently, the damage evolution of steel presented in Figure 15 is linear for the four critical sections.

Compared to the total damage of the structure, it can be noted that for displacements lower than 13 mm, i.e. before steel plasticity, all of the damage comes from the degradation of the concrete (Figure 14 and point A in Figure 15). For displacement higher than 13 mm, global damage results from both compressive damage (Figure 14) and plasticity of the steel reinforcement (Figure 15). In a first phase, sections 3 and 4 undergo a plastification and thereafter the two other sections (1 and 2); then their damage increases much more quickly starting from 16 mm for section 1 and 26 mm for section 2; plasticity of steel leads to the emergence of pseudo-hinge for 30 mm lateral
displacement. The last pseudo-hinge emerges in section 2, leading to the collapse of the structure by panel mechanism (Figure 12 at 21 mm).

Each appearance of a pseudo-plastic hinge (Figure 15) is accompanied by light discontinuity (points A, B, C).

7.2 Evolution of the global damage in the frame

The curve of the total damage takes a regular form, marked by an inflection around 50% of global damage noted C (Figures 17 and 15). Compressive concrete damage of three sections is around 50% and tensile damage exceeds 50% for these sections.

Observation of the curves of the local damages (Figures 14 and 15) revealed that the point of inflection corresponds precisely to the creation of the last pseudo-plastic hinge in section 2. From this critical state (22 mm of displacement, Figure 15), the damage evolves by excessive deformation of the reinforcements, until the nearly simultaneous formation of the first pseudo-hinge (sections 3, 4, 1) to 25 mm of displacement. Starting from 30 mm of displacement, a logical deceleration of the damage can be observed since the only damage which continues to evolve is that of section 2 (the other sections degenerated into pseudo-hinge).

Finally, the collapse of the framework following our criteria occurs for a displacement of 38 mm, for a real ruin to 35 mm (Table 1). The prediction of the ruin is satisfactory.

Following the simulated results and the analysis proposed by Tichy and Rakosnik [14], a decision tool allowing us to choose between the possibility of repairing or destroying the structure leads to:

- before the inflection point (point C in Figure 17): we can repair and reinforce the structure,
• after the inflection point: we can envisage to destroy the structure.

After the inflection point, all critical sections are plasticized and present an important and irreversible strain. These deformations are dangerous because of the possibility of sudden collapse. It is probably safer and costly to destroy the structure than to repair it.

After the inflection point, all the critical sections are plasticized and present an important and irreversible strain. These deformations are dangerous because of the possibility of sudden collapse.

Table 1: Evolution of the damage according to the observation experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Displacement</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>$D_{\text{global}}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[0 - 10]$ mm</td>
<td>Tensile damage of concrete</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[10 - 20]$ mm</td>
<td>Compressive damage of concrete</td>
<td>10-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[20 - 38]$ mm</td>
<td>Plastic damage of steel (limit to plan a reparation at $D_{\text{global}}=50%$)</td>
<td>40-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 mm</td>
<td>Plastic hinge 3 appears.</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 mm</td>
<td>Plastic hinge 4 appears.</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mm</td>
<td>Plastic hinge 1 appears.</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 mm</td>
<td>Plastic hinge 2 appears.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 mm</td>
<td>Structure collapses due to a mechanism with 4 hinges</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 Global damage in the cyclic case

The simulation of evolution of the total damage is presented in Figure 19. The distribution of the damage is a function of the number and the amplitude of the cycles. The collapse (global damage = 100%) is recorded at 30 mm displacement at the end of the last cycle. In comparison with the static damage, the cyclic one induces more degradation in the structure. This observation confirms the experimental data.
8. CONCLUSION

The principal objective of this study is to show the connection between the various levels of the damage approaches relating to the degradation of the structures. Theoretical background shows that there are two principal types of approaches: local approach and global solution coupled to index damage. Each one of these two forms of approaches is confined to an observation level, either local, or global.

The proposed method allows us to make a link between the local damage and the global damage letting us to preserve the advantages of the two approaches. The method suggested was developed around the concept of ruin mechanism and the concepts of the plastic design of the structures.

The performance of the proposed global damage index is illustrated on an RC frame which was tested under monotonious and cyclic lateral loading. The model fit and predictions in terms of local damage locations, degradation progress and structure collapse correspond very well to the ones recorded during the experiments. This is primarily due to the formulation of the global index combining terms describing damage due to each mechanism.

Research in progress includes the calibration of the decision tool and study of the damage on specimens submitted to combined shear and flexure.
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Loading:
- 145 kN on the beam (2x50 kN + 3x15 kN)
- The H top lateral displacement is applied

Figure 11: Geometrical and material characteristics of tested frame
Figure 12: failure mechanism observed for the tested frame

- Possible plastic hinge
- Observed plastic hinge conducting to a single collapse mechanism
Figure 13: Load-displacement diagram in static case
Figure 14: Top lateral displacement vs compressive damage of the frame
Figure 15: Tension damage (steel damage) versus displacement
(a) : Compression damage          (b) : Tension damage

Figure 16: Scale and diagram damage
Figure 17: Global damage versus displacement in static case
Figure 18: Response of the frame: horizontal force on top versus displacement
Figure 19: Global damage according to cyclic lateral displacement in cyclic case